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Docket Alarm takes your privacy seriously and is
committed to keeping your personal information private.


If you see a case on Docket Alarm that you 
would like suppressed from search engine results, please go to our 
search suppression page here.


1. Information You Submit

All litigation-related activity involves sensitive information,
including viewing potentially adverse litigant activity. We keep
your private information safe and do not sell such
information to third-party marketers.

Search History - When you run a search, we make a record so you can find it
later in your search history. We also use search history for aggregated
statistics and to help you during support requests, but we keep your personal
search history strictly confidential to your organization. You can view your
search history here.


2. Information We Collect

Cookies - When you visit our site, we send one or more cookies to 
your computer. We use cookies to improve the quality of our service,
including for enabling quick-login to our site.

Log information - When you access Docket Alarm our servers 
automatically record certain information. These server logs may 
include information such as your web request, your interaction with 
a service, Internet Protocol address, browser type, browser 
language, the date and time of your request and one or more cookies 
that may uniquely identify your browser or your account.

User communications - When you send email or other communications
to us, we may retain those communications in order to process your 
inquiries, respond to your requests and improve our services.

Search Engine & Ad Tracking - When you visit our site through a
search engine or web-advertisement we collect information that you 
use to reach our site and correlate that information to how you use 
that site. This information is only used to better tailor our ads 
and evaluate their performance.


3. Abusive Uses

If you abuse Docket Alarm's services we reserve the right to  
use any information that you have submitted or that we have 
collected to protect our rights or seek an action against you. 
Abuses of the site are defined in our 
Terms of Use.


4. Permission for Other Uses

If we use this information in a manner different than the purpose 
for which it was collected, then we will ask for your consent 
prior to such use. If Docket Alarm merges or is bought by
another company, then we reserve the right to transfer account
information over to the new company.


5. Information Security

Docket Alarm uses a payment processor that is PCI-certified, 
the most stringent level of certification available. 
Docket Alarm never transmits your payment details in plain-text,
everything is encrypted with AES-256. No Docket Alarm employee 
has access to your payment information.


All other data is stored on servers operated by Google through 
the Google App Engine website hosting service. Google maintains 
world-class servers and takes appropriate security measures to 
protect against unauthorized access to or unauthorized alteration, 
disclosure or destruction of data. For more information on how 
Google protects data, see Google's 
privacy 
policy.


6. Removing Documents from Docket Alarm

Docket Alarm hosts a variety of documents.  Additionally, 
Docket Alarm allows search engines to index its site, which may 
result in these documents appearing in search results. If you would 
like a document removed from Docket Alarm because 
you believe it impacts your privacy or your infringes your copyright,
please use our search engine removal form 
here.


7. Changes to this Privacy Policy

This Privacy Policy may change from time to time. We will not 
substantially reduce your rights under this Privacy Policy
without your consent. We will also keep prior versions of this 
Privacy Policy and they will be made available on request.


8. Contacting Us

If you have a question or comment, please 
email us or call us at 
(866)773-2782.
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			Choose your membership type
 
			
			
				
					
					Flat-Fee

					Unlimited document access
	Unlimited case alerts
	Unlimited docket tracking
	Unlimited search
	Search/filter by motion
	For-pay state court docs


				
					$99/mo.
							
					Excludes PACER and Gov’t fees
					
					

				

			

			
			
				
					Pay-As-You-Go
				

					$4/document
	$3/ docket update
	$3/day new case alerts
	$2/day for docket tracking
	$1/search in Federal Courts
	For-pay state
                        court docs


				
					You Decide
				

			

			

			
			Add-ons include Federal Analytics, Easy Analytics, and the Analytics Workbench.
			

		
			Add your payment information

			


            
            
			Need help? Lets schedule a quick demo.
            

            
		

	


    
		
	


	

	
	
		
			Name on Card
			
		

		
			Billing Address
			
		

		
			 
			
		

		
			City, State
			
			,
			
		

		
			Zip
			
		

		
		
			Card Number
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			CVC
			
			The three digits on the back of your card.
		

		
			Expiration
			
			 / 
			
		

		By adding my card, I agree to Docket Alarm's
		pricing
		and terms of service.
        Add Card
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        Or speak with a live agent:

            (866) 773-2782, opt 2

            8:00AM to 9:00PM ET
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        Forgot your password?
        
            Or sign in with
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        Enter your corporate Email

        Email
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			Thousands of your peers are saving time and gaining a 
			competitive advantage with Docket Alarm.

			Join Docket Alarm to perform smarter legal research.

		

		
			Download this document and millions of others instantly with a
			Docket Alarm membership.

			Join Docket Alarm and start performing smarter legal 
			research.

		

		
			Start tracking this docket instantly with a Docket Alarm
			membership.

			Join thousands of your peers and start performing smarter 
			legal research.
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            Organization Type
Law Firm
Solo Practitioner
Government
School
Bar Association
Media
In-House
Individual
Consulting
Other


            
            
            
            
            
            Millions of Documents | 15 Seconds to Signup
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		Already have an account? Login here.


		
		
			Want to talk to someone first? Schedule a quick demo.
		
		


		
			

			
					We respect your privacy. Read our 
					policy here.
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                Hi !

                Welcome to Docket Alarm

            
            
                Welcome to Docket Alarm!

            
            We've joined forces, Docket Alarm is now part of
            Fastcase. Signup to link your
            account.

        

            Explore Litigation Insights and
Manage Your Cases

            Stay aware of newly filed suits and new
                developments on your cases, and gather intelligence on
                winning litigation strategies.
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                    Full Text Docket Search
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                    Millions of State & Federal Dockets
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                    Real-Time Docket Alerts
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                    Advanced Litigation Analytics

                

            

            
                Signup Now
                
                    Want to test it first?
                    
                        Try it out with a

                        
                            3 day trial and
                            no commitment.
                    
                

            

        

    

    
        Already have a Docket Alarm account?
        Sign in now.
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		Reset Password

		Email
		
		
		An email will be sent to you with a new password.
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	What is PACER?

	PACER is a government system to access US court records.

	Why do I need it?

	
		Docket Alarm uses PACER to access Federal Court documents. 
		Under the flat-rate plan, we pass these fees on to your
		account without markup.

	
	What will I be charged?

	If we already have the document in our database, you will not be charged
	anything. However, if we do not, then we must retrieve it from the court
	and incur their access fee.

	PACER charges $0.10 per page with a 30 page (or $3.00) cap for all
        documents, except transcripts which have no cap.  For
	example, a five page document is $0.50 and a 50 page document is $3.00.
	Accessing docket sheets also incurs a fee if we do not already have the 
	full docket sheet (again, max of $3.00). These fees are only incurred for 
	Federal Courts and Bankruptcies. 

    Do other courts have fees?

    Certain state courts, mostly in California, charge for access to some
        documents. When accessing for-pay state courts, you will always be
        given an option to accept or decline the payment.






	
	Basic Free Access

	We’re committed to keeping the law open. We provide
     free searches and document/docket views
    a week for documents already in our system. You have
         pages left for free
        viewing.

    Note: free views don't apply to documents purchased from government
        systems, e.g., PACER.

    Contact Us to Learn More
    



	
		Welcome 

		Docket Alarm has relationships with many large firms such as
		yours.

		See if your firm has an account
	

	
		Thank you
 
		We will get back to you shortly.

	

	
		Check Firm Account
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